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1. Preliminary comments

Convenient to separate design, analysis and interpretation, although part of good design is to ensure that incisive analysis will be possible.

Important to check that analysis of key questions will be feasible.

But complete specification of analysis in advance unwise.
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Phases

- Design
- Measurement issues
- Data collection
- Analysis
- Interpretation
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German study of Type 2 diabetes

- At single clinic visit, glucose control, and psychometric score of disease knowledge and attribution
- Years since diagnosis, educational status
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● Experiment (intervention, usually but not necessarily randomized)

● Mixtures of types

● Other possibilities
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- intrinsic variables
- exposures
- outcomes

Purpose of intrinsic variables

- to control unwanted sources of variability
- to check for stability of exposure effects
- to improve generalizability
Aspects of exposures

- factorial principle
- role of interactions
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Anticipated pattern of response
Actual pattern on intermediate analysis
Interpretation
Bait-marking trial
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